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Future trends
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Traditional approaches were the basis of value growth and strategy
Can companies afford to deviate from the traditional playbook?

Jobs being done

Jobs to be done

 Cost reduction

 Developing talent

 Plant productivity

 Digital enablement

 Feedstock management

 Collaborative innovation

 Asset management
 Balance sheet clean up
 Portfolio management
 Commercial optimization

 Shaping the organization

Together
with

 Defending against
asymmetric threats
 Rethinking business /
operating models

 Regulatory compliance
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Since 2009, the world is different
Yet, the industry seems stuck in a cycle of recurring traditional issues
Global issues and disruptors…

…create situations for chemicals

Ecosystem evolution

Growth challenges

Sluggish markets

 Organic growth becoming harder
 Industry being leapfrogged by nonindustry players
 Still remain solid and liquid(s)
source

Disrupting traditional models

Becoming accustomed to deflation?

Climate change
More real?

Awake and aware consumer
 Heightened awareness
 Digital consciousness
 Consumers are a factor and brand
matters

Competition evolving
Uneasiness in trade structures
Rising protectionism?

Geopolitical uncertainty

Contentious G20 at Hangzhou

Inequality

 Emerging competition shaped by
differing goals
 Reliance on traditional levers
 High focus on restructuring to
unlock medium term value in the
west

Feedstocks?

 Investment questions remain, is
shale viable long term
 Reality of feedstock availability
 Discerning impact of geopolitics

Rising populist unrest?
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Performance trends reflect what it takes to deliver value
Margin pressures, cyclicality, and capital discipline – weighty issues
Margin decomposition for the industry
35%

30%

25%

Energy price
driven uplift
Oil <$50/bbl

Return on capital – Shorter cycles
25%

Energy price
driven uplift
Oil <$50/bbl

Gross
margin

10 year cycle – dot com
bust to Great Recession
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Sign of increasing
commoditization
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Capital discipline, unlike other cycles
Has the industry become more conservative with capital?
Capital conservatism

Potential rationales…
Recession

Recession

120%

Investment
potential as
% of EBITDA

100%

Residual uncertainty from
the recession
Investing in growth
markets, a lot harder
than before

80%
Cash as % of
EBITDA

60%

Limited run
up of capital

40%

Realization of the
maturity of the industry?
Where are we heading?
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…this results in a surplus of capital
Note: Investment Potential = 3x (Average EBITDA) – Net Debt – (1/2 Gross PPE – Net PPE)
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Investment possibilities, sign of the future
$204B in dry powder across 251 companies
How should we view this increased investment potential?
Share of investment potential in 2015
Investment
by HQ
Total assets
potential

$30,000

Europe
Asia (ex Japan)
US
Japan
Middle East
Australia
CIS
Africa
South America
China
Grand Total

$25,000

$20,000

$15,000

$10,000

$377,157
$282,326
$432,768
$275,217
$147,604
$15,837
$3,011
$2,142
$20,622
$215,060
$1,771,744

$83,995
$46,756
$39,307
$26,649
$23,094
$1,452
$919
$722
-$2,299
-$17,481
$203,114

Total investment potential US$ billion
$5,000

-20.0%

$0
0.0%

$152 $164 $152

20.0%

40.0%

$197

$217

$192 $204

60.0%

($5,000)
Note: Investment Potential = 3x (Average EBITDA) – Net Debt – (1/2 Gross PPE – Net PPE)

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
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Any growth seems daunting in deflationary times

EPS / share price
(2011-2015)

How can chemical companies achieve levels of perpetuity growth needed
to maintain their enterprise value?
20.0%

Most industry
majors, and leaders
especially in the west
have had a difficult
time supporting
expected growth

15.0%

Real growth lesser
than expected
growth rate

Real revenue
growth greater than
expected growth
rate

10.0%

54 companies saw
real growth, which
remains higher than
expected growth –
representing 20% of
industry

5.0%

0.0%
-10%

-5%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Revenue CAGR 2011-2015
-5.0%

-10.0%

EPS / Share price is used as proxy for expected growth rate
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Is the benchmark growth or profitable growth?
Most recent growth was at the cost of profitability – especially M&A
EBITDA Expansion (20032014)

15.00%

Revenue Growth vs. Margin Expansion
Chemical Companies and Peers 2003-2014
Profitable growth: Very few,
~40 companies saw growth
rates above GDP, with margin
expansion

10.00%

5.00%

-10.0%

0.00%
-5.0%
0.0%

Revenue Growth CAGR (20032014)
5.0%

10.0%

-5.00%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Growth at margin
cost: Most of the
companies in the
industry saw some
revenue growth,
however mostly see
margin erosion

-10.00%

-15.00%

15.0%

Long Term inflation
to GDP rate

Few companies saw real organic growth, most were driven by M&A activity to drive growth
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Companies in this industry have taken their mission seriously
The industry continually raises the bar on ROC performance
60.0% Average ROC – 17.5%

Negative momentum

50.0%

Positive momentum

ROC 1998-2006

40.0%
Pretax ROC (19982006) 16%
Pretax ROC (20072015) 17.5%

30.0%

20.0%
Average ROC – 16.0%

10.0%

0.0%
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%
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The starting point in 2016 looks better for many
Many players have moved up and to the right

Availability of financial resources

5.00

Companies in this
bucket are either:

GEOPOLITICAL, DEEP POCKET DISRUPTIVE SHAPERS

• State run oil and
chemical companies

STRATEGIC LEADERS

• Large oil and
diversified
manufacturing
companies

4.00
LIMITED
OPTIONS

• Companies from
outside the industry
that could disrupt
structure

3.00

Category
2.00

1.00
0.00

MIDDLE
GROUND
1.00

2.00

3.00

STRONG OPTIONS

n=251
4.00

# of
companies

Limited Options

72

Middle Ground

90

Strong Options

68

Strategic Leader

21

5.00

Quality of business
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Divergence, tougher than before to be “Limited Options”
Clear breakouts seen on performance of companies in each of these
segments
Return on capital (1998-2015)

EV/Capital (1998-2015)

45.0%

4.50x

40.0%

4.00x

35.0%

3.50x
3.00x

Strategic
Leader

25.0%

2.50x

20.0%

2.00x

15.0%

Middle
Ground

10.0%

0.0%

Middle
Ground

1.50x
1.00x

Limited
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5.0%

Strategic
Leader

0.50x
0.00x

Limited
Options

Market clearly discerns
performance evidenced
by gap of over 1.00x in
EV/Capital

1998
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2014
2015

30.0%

Strong
Options

Strong
Options
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A changing market structure…
Analysis indicates three fundamental evolving business archetypes
Income distribution by business model
100%

# of
Focus of companies
companies/
revenue  Focus on selling solutions
versus solids and liquids

Solution
8% Fixed assets,15% Net Income
System integrators / strong functional value prop

26

$170Bn

Differentiated
Commodities

80%

Net income
$81Bn

56% Fixed assets
43% Net income
Finite capacity
commodities; products
requiring special handling;
derivatives and specialty
chemicals

60%

40%

203

$711Bn

 Differentiated value
propositions, even with
commodity solids and
liquids

 Protected niche positions
(or) Play the boom and
bust cycles
 Require capital efficiency
and technology leadership
where feasible

Natural
Owners

36% Fixed assets
42% Net income
20% Large scale vertically
integrated
companies, or with
advantaged positions
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$358Bn

0%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

 Access to / ownership of
strong advantaged
feedstock position
 Unconfused on role in the
industry with a laser focus
on low cost leadership

# of Co.

Net fixed assets
$632Bn
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…supported by patterns of performance
Rewards for maturing “Differentiated Commodities” remain lowest
Return on capital (1998-2015)
35.0%

Solutions

30.0%
25.0%
20.0%

Natural Owners

15.0%
10.0%
5.0%

Differentiated
Commodities

Playing in Solutions is
hard and requires
focus

0.0%

EV to Capital (1998-2015)
6.00x
Solutions

5.00x

Few players in
Solutions / Natural
Owners

Most of the chemical
industry is moving
into a traditional
maturity

4.00x
3.00x

Natural Owners

2.00x
1.00x
0.00x

Differentiated
Commodities

Ability to move out of
Differentiated
Commodities are
harder now than ever
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How could this play out over the next 5 to 10 years
A vision of a potential future structure…
US

PUBLIC COMPANIES ARE AT RISK GIVEN INTOLERANT
OWNERS

ARE EUROPEAN

NEAR

TERM

COMPANIES ALSO AT RISK TO ACTIVIST
INVESTORS?

FRAGMENTATION

AS INCREASED BREAK-UPS OF

COMPANIES

LATER /

DEMAND

Radically
transformed
industry

GREATER CONCENTRATION OF BUSINESS BY LARGE
NON-US CORPORATIONS?

IS DRIVEN BY GROWTH IN END USE MARKETS,

e.g.

HARD GOODS AND CONSTRUCTION, IN ADDITION TO

GEOGRAPHY
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Disruption, a reality for the industry
What could shape the industry?
Value unlocking: A burning platform for restructuring.

1

Driving focus on creating structures that allow efficient
capital allocation

New basis of competition: Build to compete
with focus. Competitors operating on different
principles, state owned enterprises

2

3

Blockbuster molecules harder: Smart application development.
Leveraging existing materials to solve fragmented market needs

4

5

6

New chemical enterprise: Third century of
chemicals. First century was inorganics, second
organics, and plastics, what is the third?

Global connectivity: Increased cyber security
threat. Effective security on process controls in
production

Digitizing Chemical Enterprise: Digital disruption increasingly
real. New technologies changing innovation, growth, and sales
paradigms, in addition to transforming all aspects of operations
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What is the bottom line going to be for digital in this industry?
Digital can change the game in materials systems
Smart
technologies
and artificial
intelligence

From data to
insight:
Harnessing the
power of BITS

Sustainable
systems and
materials

Sensing,
analytics, and
visualization
Distributed,
stackable, and
customized
Cloud and
connectivity
Collaborative
ecosystems
Digitally
enabled and
cybervulnerable

From product to
functionality:
Harnessing the
power of
MOLECULES

Multidisciplinary
innovation
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Advanced Materials
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Industry 4.0 has focused on digital technology’s impact on
manufacturing supply chains and business models

Product and business model impact

High
impact

Incremental
impact

Smart product and business model evolution
What: Creation of products with smart technology or
new ways of positioning existing products through
smart business models

Industry transformation
What: Combine smart supply chain and manufacturing
with smart products and business models to transform
an industry

Strategic emphasis: Balance of growth, innovation,
and performance

Strategic emphasis: Growth, innovation, and
becoming first to market in smart technologies

Continuous optimization
What: Continuing to drive performance and product
development through traditional methodologies
Strategic emphasis: Improving performance

Incremental
impact

Smart supply chain and manufacturing evolution
What: Use IT and digital technologies to improve the
way things are made and supplied through the value
chain
Strategic emphasis: Significant performance gains

Supply chain and manufacturing impact

High
impact
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But there is actually a third vector of Industry 4.0 impact:
Product development and innovation
INDUSTRY 4.0
IMPACTS
Product and business model
impact

Supply chain and
manufacturing impact

What: Creation of products with
embedded smart technology or new ways
of positioning existing products through
smart business models

What: Use IT and digital technologies to
improve the way things are made and
supplied through the value chain

Strategic emphasis: Balance of growth,
innovation, and performance

Strategic emphasis: Significant
performance gains

Product development and innovation
impact
What: Utilizing advanced technologies to transform ideation,
design, and testing of new products and solutions
Strategic emphasis: Growth through innovation
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The elements of the Advanced Materials Systems framework
remain core to a successful innovation, but digital technologies
are impacting long-held constraints
Advanced Materials Systems
(AMS) framework

Impact of Advanced technologies
Advanced Manufacturing technology

Advanced
Materials

Additive
Manufacturing

Robotics

Distributed
generation

Modular
operations

Connectivity and Sensing

Advanced
sensors

Remotecontrolled
operations

Facebook of
assets

Smart
machines

Computing & Big Data

Cloud
computing

Advanced
computing and
artificial
intelligence

Digital
Infrastructure

Virtual
industrialization

Advanced
analytics
and
visualization
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Emerging digital technologies enable a broader set of materials
to be considered and create an exponentially faster trial and
error mechanism
Shared experimental
databases

Provides access to
specifications,
properties, and
performance data
for a much wider
consideration set
materials than was
previously available

Open-source
predictive algorithms

Solves for multiple
functional
dimensions at once
and simulates
interactions with
other materials and
environmental
factors

High-powered
computing

Reduces simulation
time from months to
hours

Result of adopting these technologies is a move from trial and
error to modeled outcomes
Recent examples:
Company’s partner with high-powered computing capabilities for modeled outcomes
Global consumer products company used
supercomputers to simulate molecular
interactions and improve product
formulation in soaps and suds.

Global aircraft manufacturer utilized new
algorithms, based on slime mold and bone
growth to design 55% lighter aircraft
partitions

Digitally enabled materials selection process:
Extensive materials property data and interaction algorithms are utilized to select
materials by solving for multiple functional dimensions at once.
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